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The Scourge Nov 06 2020 I have never seen plague bring a man back from the
dead. Nor do I know of any sickness, in England or upon the continent, that gives
its victims a taste for living flesh.So declares Sir Edward Dallingridge, a noble
knight whose years defending England on the battlefield haven't prepared him to
face an enemy as chilling — and relentless — as the living dead. But even as his
countrymen flee in horror, Sir Edward rides straight into the unholy infestation.
For his lady love lies trapped behind a hundred miles of fiendish terror, and
nothing will keep him from her. With little more than the armor on his back, the
blade in his hand, and the loyalty of the two fellow warriors at his side, he is
willing to spill an ocean of tainted blood to reclaim the country he serves and the
bride he worships.
American Indian Victories Jan 28 2020 In this volume, realistic alternative history
scenarios are depicted where Indians fare better than they did historically. What if
the Indian civilizations of Mexico and Peru had exchanged technology before
Columbus or if the ice age animals of the New World survived?
The Breath of God Oct 05 2020 Matthew goes to the Himalayas to learn about
Isis, who took a spiritual pilgrimage across India 2,000 years ago, but he becomes

a target after discovering a shocking secret that, if revealed, will change how
Christianity is understood.
Dragon Road Sep 16 2021 When portal-mage Harkon Bright and his apprentice
are asked to help select a new captain for the immense skyship Iseult, they quickly
find themselves embroiled in its Machiavellian officer's court. Meanwhile, their
new recruit, Elias, struggles to adapt to his unexpected gift of life while suffering
dark dreams of an ancient terror. As the skies darken and storm-clouds gather on
the Dragon Road, the crew of the Elysium come face to face with deadly intrigues,
plots from beyond death, and a terrible darkness that lurks in the heart of a
thousand-year storm.
Heechee Rendezvous Jun 20 2019
Skyfarer Jul 14 2021 Firefly meets Final Fantasy as a daring crew faces off against
an order of sorcerous knights The Axiom Diamond is a mythical relic with the
power to show its bearer any truth they desire. Men have traveled across
continents—and across centuries—to find it, but their searches have all been in
vain. When apprentice sorceress Aimee de Laurent’s first ever portal-casting goes
awry, she and her mentor are thrown into the race to find the lost gem, on the
skyship Elysium. Opposing them are the infamous magic-wielding knights of the
Eternal Order and their ruthless commander, Lord Azrael, who will destroy
everything in their path . . . File Under: Fantasy [ Diamond in the Sky | Quest for
Truth | Knights Magical | Eternity & Beyond ]
Horses of Heaven Feb 09 2021 Heliokleia, a young princess of Bactria, is allied in
a mismatched marriage to the ruler of Ferghana, but she realizes too late that the
king's son, Itaz, is her true soulmate
Silverlock Sep 04 2020 Join an unlikely hero as he watches Moby-Dick sink the
Pequod, dodges cannibals on Robinson Crusoe's island, raises a glass with
Beowulf, and literally goes to Hell and back. This rollicking adventure begins with
a shipwreck on an island where notable characters of literature, history, and
folklore coexist — Hamlet and Oedipus, Don Quixote and Doctor Faustus, Becky
Sharp and Daniel Boone. From carousing with Robin Hood to crossing swords with
the Green Knight and stealing a ride on Huck Finn's raft, our traveler, A. Clarence
Shandon, undertakes a whirlwind tour of the classics. And just as the truths of
great stories ennoble those who take them to heart, a selfish and cynical drifter is
transformed into the gallant knight known as Silverlock. "Here in your hand is the
stuff of wonder," declared science-fiction author Poul Anderson, adding, "There
are few such glorious romps in all the world's literature, and surely none that
surpass this one." Unjustly overlooked for decades, this book lover's book has
developed a devoted cult following and richly deserves a wider audience. Whether
or not you recognize its scores of literary allusions, you'll savor its wealth of
battles, quests, romances, songs, and laughter.
Knight Crusader May 12 2021 This Carnegie Medal-winning classic tale tells the
story of Philip d'Aubigny, the knight crusader. From his first battle against the
mighty Saladin's army to a victorious crusade alongside Richard the Lionheart . . .
it's a dangerous and thrilling life and one that is brought vividly to life through
Ronald Welch's dramatic writing.
Earth Thirst Oct 17 2021 The Earth is dying. Humanity — over-breeding, over-

consuming — is destroying the very planet they call home. Multinational
corporations despoil the environment, market genetically modified crops to
control the food supply, and use their wealth and influence and private armies to
crush anything, and anyone, that gets in the way of their profits. Nothing human
can stop them. But something unhuman might. Once they did not fear the sun.
Once they could breathe the air and sleep where they chose. But now they can rest
only within the uncontaminated soil of Mother Earth—and the time has come for
them to fight back against the ruthless corporations that threaten their immortal
existence. They are the last guardians of paradise, more than human but less than
angels. They call themselves the Arcadians. We know them as vampires. . . .
Skyhorse Publishing, under our Night Shade and Talos imprints, is proud to
publish a broad range of titles for readers interested in science fiction (space
opera, time travel, hard SF, alien invasion, near-future dystopia), fantasy
(grimdark, sword and sorcery, contemporary urban fantasy, steampunk,
alternative history), and horror (zombies, vampires, and the occult and
supernatural), and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New
York Times bestseller, a national bestseller, or a Hugo or Nebula award-winner, we
are committed to publishing quality books from a diverse group of authors.
Cities of Light Feb 27 2020 A collection of science fiction stories, art, and essays
exploring how the transition to solar energy will transform cities; catalyze
revolutions in politics, governance, and culture; and create diverse futures for
human communities. Cities of Light emphasizes that the design of solar energy
matters in shaping the future of urban communities and explores how each city's
geographic and social features, along with the arc of its particular local history,
create unique challenges and opportunities as we work collectively to design more
equitable energy futures. The collection features stories by award-winning science
fiction authors, working in collaboration with visual artists and graphic designers,
and experts from Arizona State University and the U.S. National Renewable Energy
Laboratory in fields ranging from engineering and data science to sociology,
public policy, and architecture.
Island of the Swans Feb 21 2022 Re-issued in its original full length, this
acclaimed and bestselling romantic historical novel by award-winning author Ciji
Ware tells the true story of passionate and flamboyant Jane Maxwell, the 4th
Duchess of Gordon (1749-1812). In love since childhood with Thomas Fraser, when
she hears that he's been killed in America, she marries the Duke of Gordon with
disastrous results. But Fraser, very much alive, returns to England to claim her
love. In addition to telling a heart-wrenching love story, Island of the Swans also
paints a fascinating portrait of a powerful and controversial woman and the
tumultuous era in which she lived. Patroness of poet Robert Burns, advisor to King
George, painted by Sir Joshua Reynolds, Jane Maxwell was a towering figure in her
own time and is an unforgettable heroine.
The Medieval Sword in the Modern World Dec 07 2020 THE MEDIEVAL SWORD
IN THE MODERN WORLD: An examination of the renaissance of the Medieval
Sword "The Medieval Sword in the Modern World" is an in-depth look at
reproduction swords and other medieval edged weapons in the 21st century. With
over 100 pages of information and photographs of the work of some of today's

leading sword-makers and manufacturers. Whether you are just beginning your
aquaintance with the medieval sword or are an experienced collector or martial
artist this book provides valuable information about the different types of swords,
their manufacture, details of what to look for in a good sword and much more. The
2nd edition expands on the text of the original book with new information, new
sword types and a new chapter on Viking Era swords and Saxes! Additionally the
original images have largely been replaced with hi-resolution images and the work
of several additional makers is included as well!
The Magician and the Fool Jun 13 2021 For hundreds of years, men have sought
their hidden futures in the legendary images of the tarot—but what secrets of the
past are harbored by the priestess, the magician, the hanged man…and the fool?
The author of the explosive The Patron Saint of Plagues returns with a richly
textured mystical mystery exploring the dark heart of one of our oldest traditions.
Years ago, fallen scholar Jeremiah Rosemont left the bitter rivalries of academia
behind and now lives a simple nomadic existence in South America, far from the
arguments that once defined his life. But he can’t outrun his past…or the
dangerous truth that lurks beneath his abandoned studies. Following an enigmatic
summons to Rome, Rosemont finds himself at the center of a mystery that dates
back to the fall of Troy, the pursuit of a mystical treasure many are willing to
sacrifice fortunes and lives for: the earliest known tarot deck. As Rosemont delves
deeper and deeper into the tarot’s unsettling secret origins, his own fate is
inexorably intertwined with that of the Boy King, a homeless man with an
unspeakable gift…and a mysterious past of his own. For these two men—and the
demons, dupes, and power seekers drawn to them—the cards will reveal
everything, even the shattering, unseen truths of human life itself.…
The Mongoliad Aug 27 2022 The conclusion of the epic adventures of the ShieldBrethren.
Sidequest Adventures Oct 29 2022 For the first time, these three stand-alone
SideQuest adventures, set in the alternate history world of the popular Foreworld
Saga, are collected in a single volume! The Beast of Calatrava, by Mark Teppo, is
an intriguing alternate history tale in which both a battle-scarred former knight
with a blood-soaked history and a monk with a mysterious past face the
encroaching Templar crusade and the war coming to Iberia. In The Shield-Maiden,
by Michael "Tinker" Pearce and Linda Pearce, a headstrong and skilled young
Viking woman struggles through the stigmas of her time to claim her spot among
the fiercest of fighters. The Lion in Chains, by Angus Trim and Mark Teppo, is a
visionary adventure in which the legendary Robin Hood joins forces with a
clandestine order of warrior monks to rescue the kidnapped King Richard the
Lionheart.
Embers Mar 30 2020 Once upon a time, there was a stunningly gorgeous mage
named Nikki. They were trapped by evil, horrible Jaeggi mages for ten long years
until they were rescued by the brave dragon named Gunter. The grumpy red
knight swept in, carrying them off to a fair castle, where they lived happily ever
after. That's how the story's supposed to go, anyway. Nikki would really like to
have that fairytale ending, please and thank you. It's too bad Gunter is oblivious
and the Jaeggi are interfering. Nikki may just have to cook up some explosions to

help both situations along, because they're determined to get their happily ever
after. Is there a magic how-to guide on things that go boom? Tags: non-binary MC,
Grumpy and Sunshine, it's basically the air we breathe, Gunter needs a hug, Nikki
likes to give them, crippling crush at first sight, Nikki has trust issues, for good
reason, Nikki's determined, Gunter is oblivious, mis-used poetry, Alric and Gunter
are once again banned from drinking together, ever, schmoop, wall sex, the
tongue thing is awesome, all hail Gunter's tongue, violence, because bad guys,
Nikki feels that explosions are an appropriate response to everything, Cameron
and Nikki are explosion buddies, Nikki has mixed feelings on high heels, fairytales
do come true
Cimarronin Jul 26 2022 Originally published as CIMARRONIN: A SAMURAI IN
NEW SPAIN #1-3 and CIMARRONIN: FALL OF THE CROSS #1-3.
The Heathen Aug 03 2020 "The Heathen" by Jack London. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
The Strange Adventures of Rangergirl Jul 02 2020 In this debut novel, acclaimed
short-story author Tim Pratt delivers an exciting heroine with a hidden talent—and
a secret duty. Witty and suspenseful, here is a contemporary love song to the West
that was won and the myths that shape us. . . . As night manager of Santa Cruz’s
quirkiest coffeehouse, Marzi McCarty makes a mean espresso, but her first love is
making comics. Her claim to fame: The Strange Adventures of Rangergirl, a
cowpunk neo-western yarn. Striding through an urban frontier peopled by Marzi’s
wild imagination, Rangergirl doles out her own brand of justice. But lately Marzi’s
imagination seems to be altering her reality. She’s seeing the world through
Rangergirl’s eyes—literally—complete with her deadly nemesis, the Outlaw. It all
started when Marzi opened a hidden door in the coffeehouse storage room. There,
imprisoned among the supplies, she saw the face of something unknown . . . and
dangerous. And she unwittingly became its guard. But some primal darkness
must’ve escaped, because Marzi hasn’t been the same since. And neither have her
customers, who are acting downright apocalyptic. Now it’s up to Marzi to stop this
supervillainous superforce that’s swaggered its way into her world. For Marzi, it’s
the showdown of her life. For Rangergirl, it’s just another day. . . .
Siege Perilous Aug 15 2021 The Medieval forces of fate confront the forces of fear
at Montsegur with Christendom at stake.
Lord of Publishing Jan 20 2022 A frank and insightful memoir of a life spent in
publishing, by one of literature’s most legendary agents Sterling Lord has led an
extraordinary life, from his youth in small-town Iowa to his post-war founding and
editing of an English-language magazine in Paris, followed by his move to New
York City to become one of the most powerful literary agents in the field. As agent
to Jack Kerouac, Ken Kesey, and countless others—ranging from Jimmy Breslin
and Rocky Graziano to the Berenstains and four US cabinet members—Lord is the
decisive influence and authors’ confidant who has engineered some of the most

important book deals in literary history. In Lord of Publishing, his memoir of life
and work (and tennis), Lord reveals that he is also a consummate storyteller. Witty
and wise, he brings to life what was arguably the greatest era of book publishing,
and gives a brilliant insider’s scoop on the key figures of the book business—as
well as some of the most remarkable books and authors of our time.
Katabasis May 24 2022 With the death of the fearsome Ögedei Khan, the Mongol
invasion of the West has been brought to an abrupt halt. The defenders, a band of
brave warrior monks known as the Shield-Brethren, limp homeward again across a
frozen, bloodied wasteland. But where--and what--is "home" now that the threat of
invasion no longer shapes their lives? Thirteenth-century Europe has been saved
from annihilation at the hands of the Mongols, to be sure, but new and terrible
threats are at hand: political and religious turmoil threaten to turn the warriors'
world upside down once more. Painted against a rich backdrop of medieval
mysticism and Russian folklore, Katabasis weaves together the tales of victor and
victim alike in a fearless exploration of what it means not just to survive, but to
truly live again.
The Ganymede Takeover Dec 27 2019 Earth has been invaded - but one human
terrorist has discovered a weapon which might change the course of the war!
Earth has been taken over by the Ganymedians, a race of telepathic worm-like
aliens whose instinct for survival has overridden any human attempt to resist their
rule. But there is one man who may have discovered a way to defeat them. Dr
Balkani has created a machine which distorts reality, and therefore will allow a
determined human to avoid the Ganymedians' telepathic oversight. But there is
one problem - Balkani is a worm-kisser, a servant of the invaders, and may not
allow his invention to be used against them...
Lightbreaker Dec 19 2021 Markham has returned to Seattle, searching for
Katarina, the girl who, a decade ago, touched his soul, literally tearing it from his
body. But what he discovers upon arriving is dark magick — of a most ancient and
destructive kind! An encounter with a desperate spirit, leaping destructively from
host to host, sets Markham on the trail of secretive cabal of magicians seeking to
punch a hole through heaven, extinguishing forever the divine spark. Armed with
the Chorus, a phantasmal chain of human souls he wields as a weapon of will,
Markham must engage in a magickal battle with earth-shattering stakes! Markum
must delve deep into his past, calling on every aspect of his occult training for
there to be any hope of a future. But delve he must, for Markham is a veneficus, a
spirit thief, the Lightbreaker...
Rebellion Aug 23 2019 REBELLION is the turning point in the great interstellar
war between all living creatures and the machines. Star Force is on the side of the
machines--but for how long?In the third book of the Star Force series, Kyle Riggs
learns just what kind of war Earth is caught up in. At the mercy of the Macros, his
marines fight against new alien races, big and small. They battle the innocent and
the vile alike, until their situation becomes grim.REBELLION is a military science
fiction novel by bestselling author B. V. Larson.
The Savage Fortress Apr 30 2020 For fans of Roshani Chokshi and Rick Riordan!
"A fabulous, action-packed modern take on Indian mythology. I can't wait to read
more!" -- Rick Riordan, author of the Percy Jackson series After three weeks of

vacation, Ash Mistry is ready to leave the heat and dust of India behind him. Then
he discovers a hidden gold arrowhead---a weapon used to defeat evil King Ravana
in legend. At least, Ash is pretty sure it's only a legend . . . But when Lord Savage
comes after Ash, the legends are suddenly way too real. Savage commands an army
of monstrous shapechangers called rakshasas, who want only to seize the
arrowhead and restore Ravana to power. As they hunt Ash through magnificent
fortresses and brutal deserts, he must learn to work with a powerful rakshasa girl
named Parvati, and find the strength within himself to fight on and save the world
as we know it.
Rage of Angels Jan 08 2021 The end of the world is just the beginning. Earth has
suffered a devastating attack by an unknown force of extraterrestrial origin,
wiping out a civilization ten thousand years in the making in one day. Who are
they, and why have they come? The survivors include Char Nelson and her team of
powered combat armor 'Jockeys, ' Nathan Bradley, a soldier who fights at the side
of an alien of our own making and Arlan Moncrieffe, and analyst that must
determine what our attackers want... and how to stop them. Together they will
fight a guerrilla war against their technologically superior adversaries in the vain
hope of driving them off before they can strip the world of life. But they may be
doomed to fail unless they can find a way to strike directly against the aliens,
unassailable in their fortress-mothership orbiting high above the earth
Storyteller Tools: Outline from Vision to Finished Novel Without Losing the Magic
Mar 10 2021 Ken MacLeod: "...very useful in getting from ideas etc to plot and
story." Hannu Rajaniemi: "...find myself to coming back to [this] book in the early
stages." M Harold Page wrote and sold three novels in 2013, in each case starting
from scratch. This handbook shares the creative outlining techniques that enabled
him to speed from vision to completed novel, again and again. • No more
unfinished writing projects! • Turn sweeping visions into viable stories, fast! •
Grow a novel out of anything no matter how vague: an opening; some characters; a
story world; a philosophical idea; a theme; a map; a gaming setting... • Conjure up
conflicts and story questions to drive your plot. • Write usable outlines "in flow". •
Learn to use your storyteller instinct! • Lose yourself in creating stories for other
people to lose themselves in.
The Red Knight Jun 01 2020 Miles Cameron weaves an epic tale of magic and
mercenaries, war and depravity, politics and intrigue in this action-packed debut
fantasy The Red Knight. Twenty eight florins a month is a huge price to pay, for a
man to stand between you and the Wild. Twenty eight florins a month is nowhere
near enough when a wyvern's jaws snap shut on your helmet in the hot stink of
battle, and the beast starts to rip the head from your shoulders. But if standing
and fighting is hard, leading a company of men -- or worse, a company of
mercenaries -- against the smart, deadly creatures of the Wild is even harder. It
takes all the advantages of birth, training, and the luck of the devil to do it. The
Red Knight has all three, he has youth on his side, and he's determined to turn a
profit. So when he hires his company out to protect an Abbess and her nunnery,
it's just another job. The abby is rich, the nuns are pretty and the monster preying
on them is nothing he can't deal with. Only it's not just a job. It's going to be a
war. . . If you're a fan of Mark Lawrence, John Gwynne, or Brian McClellan you

won't want to miss out on this intricate, epic debut fantasy.
Bowl of Heaven Jul 22 2019 In Bowl of Heaven, the first collaboration by science
fiction masters Larry Niven (Ringworld) and Gregory Benford (Timescape), the
limits of wonder are redrawn once again as a human expedition to another star
system is jeopardized by an encounter with an astonishingly immense artifact in
interstellar space: a bowl-shaped structure half-englobing a star, with a habitable
area equivalent to many millions of Earths...and it's on a direct path heading for
the same system as the human ship. A landing party is sent to investigate the
Bowl, but when the explorers are separated—one group captured by the gigantic
structure's alien inhabitants, the other pursued across its strange and dangerous
landscape—the mystery of the Bowl's origins and purpose propel the human
voyagers toward discoveries that will transform their understanding of their place
in the universe. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Patron Saint of Plagues Nov 25 2019 In this biological thriller of the near
future, postinsurrection Mexico has undermined the superpower of the United
States. But while the rivals battle over borders, a pestilence beyond politics
threatens to explode into a worldwide epidemic. . . . Since the rise of the Holy
Renaissance, Ascension—once known as Mexico City—has become the most
populous city in the world, its citizens linked to a central government net through
wetware implanted in their brains. But while their dictator grows fat with success,
the masses are captivated by Sister Domenica, an insurgent nun whose weekly
pirate broadcasts prophesy a wave of death. All too soon, Domenica’s nightmarish
prediction proves true, and Ascension’s hospitals are overrun with victims of a
deadly fever. As the rampant plague kills too quickly to be contained, Mexico
smuggles its last hope over the violently contested border. . . . Henry David Stark
is a crack virus hunter for the American Center for Disease Control and a veteran
of global humanitarian efforts. But this disease is unlike any he’s seen before—and
there seems to be no way to cure or control it. Racing against time, Stark battles
corruption to uncover a horrifying truth: this is no ordinary outbreak but a
deliberately unleashed man-made virus . . . and the killer is someone Stark knows.
The Human Division Oct 25 2019 Following the events of The Last Colony, John
Scalzi tells the story of the fight to maintain the unity of the human race. The
people of Earth now know that the human Colonial Union has kept them ignorant
of the dangerous universe around them. For generations the CU had defended
humanity against hostile aliens, deliberately keeping Earth an ignorant backwater
and a source of military recruits. Now the CU's secrets are known to all. Other
alien races have come on the scene and formed a new alliance—an alliance against
the Colonial Union. And they've invited the people of Earth to join them. For a
shaken and betrayed Earth, the choice isn't obvious or easy. Against such
possibilities, managing the survival of the Colonial Union won't be easy, either. It
will take diplomatic finesse, political cunning...and a brilliant "B Team," centered
on the resourceful Lieutenant Harry Wilson, that can be deployed to deal with the
unpredictable and unexpected things the universe throws at you when you're
struggling to preserve the unity of the human race. Being published online from
January to April 2013 as a three-month digital serial, The Human Division will

appear as a full-length novel of the Old Man's War universe, plus—for the first
time in print—the first tale of Lieutenant Harry Wilson, and a coda that wasn't
part of the digital serialization. Old Man's War Series #1 Old Man’s War #2 The
Ghost Brigades #3 The Last Colony #4 Zoe’s Tale #5 The Human Division #6 The
End of All Things Short fiction: “After the Coup” Other Tor Books The Android’s
Dream Agent to the Stars Your Hate Mail Will Be Graded Fuzzy Nation Redshirts
Lock In The Collapsing Empire (forthcoming) At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Homefront Apr 23 2022 Set against the backdrop of a far-future Earth struggling
to reinvent itself after a technological disaster, Homefront is an uncompromising
adventure story about what it truly means to be human. Jantine is a Beta, a
genetically modified super soldier charged with establishing a hidden colony on
Earth. When her expedition arrives in the middle of a civil war, she must choose
her allies wisely or be exterminated. Featuring complex characters and edge-ofyour-seat action sequences, Homefront will have readers guessing until the last
page.
Himmler's War Sep 23 2019 Only days after Normandy, Hitler is taken out of the
equation and Heinrich Himmler, brutal head of the SS, assumes control of the
Reich. On the Allied side, there is confusion. Should attempts be made to
negotiate with the new government or should unconditional surrender still be the
only option? With the specter of a German super-weapon moving closer to
completion and the German generals finally allowed to fight the kind of war at
which they are masters, the allies are pushed toward a course of accommodation
or even defeat. Will the soldiers of the Grand Alliance find the courage and
conviction to fight on in the face of such daunting odds? And can alliance leaders
put into place a new plan in time to snatch victory from the jaws of defeat by the
German war machine? A new and terrible battle for a free world is on. At the
publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Hollow World Nov 18 2021
Jurassic Park Apr 11 2021 It is eleven years after the events of the Jurassic Park
movies and CIA agent Daniel Espinoza is working undercover to infiltrate
infamously brutal Nicaraguan drug lord Gabriel Cazares' drug ring. Cazares and
his henchmen have taken over Isla Nubar and converted the main facility into a
walled fortress and pleasure palace in the center of a primeval jungle filled with
savage monsters. When his deep cover is blown, Espinoza finds himself lost and
alone on the dangerous island, hunted by both armed thugs and prehistoric
monstrosities. And there's someone else watching him, too - a mysterious figure in
the shadows who could be Espinoza's only hope for survival... or the bringer of his
ultimate doom! From Greg Bear, the author who brought you... Halo: Cryptum
(9780765323965) The Forge of God (9780765301079) Blood Music
(9780441003488) Star Wars: Rogue Planet (9780345435408) Darwin's Radio
(9780345435248) Eon (9780812520477) Dinosaur Summer (9780446606660)
Diaries of a Dwarven Rifleman Jun 25 2022 Engvyr's father gave up on the miner's
life to move the family back to their ancestral home in the far north. But the
journey is fraught with perils the young dwarf has never imagined, and when
tragedy casts him in the role of hero, well, what's a dwarf to do? The events of that

fateful journey have shaped and ruled his life, but now Engvyr wants nothing more
than to make a place for himself, perhaps settle down and raise a family. But when
a new enemy rises in the North he finds himself at the center of the conflict, with
not merely the freedom of his people but the fate of all of humanity hanging in the
balance... and the habit of heroism is a hard one to break. In Diaries of a Dwarven
Rifleman magic, science and technology work hand-in-hand to create a new kind
of fantasy world, where the character, life and relationships of an ordinary dwarf
can steer the course of history and save a world.
The Mongoliad Sep 28 2022 In 1241, warriors try to stop the Mongols from
invading Europe; in the nineteenth century, a group of martial artists provide a
language expert with lost manuscripts to translate that chronicle their ancestors'
thirteenth century battles.
The Great Stink Mar 22 2022 Returning to his beloved wife from the battlefields
of 1855 Crimea, engineer William May struggles to recover from his harrowing
experiences by working on London's new sewer system, a job that is compromised
by corruption, cholera outbreaks, and a murder accusation that strains his
tenuous hold on sanity. A first novel. Reprint.
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